


Humanity will change more 
in the next 20 years

than in the previous  
300 years!



The Future is already here: more and more, science fiction is becoming science fact
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Data is the new Oil 

AI is the new electricity  

IoT is the new nervous system 



Humanity and Technology are increasingly overlapping… but should they actually converge?



We are building a new  
Meta-Intelligence:  

it could be heaven  
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Heaven?



Hell?



Let’s talk about humans and machines



How computable are we?



Machines: Algorithms | Data



Humans:  
Androrithms 

(beyond data)



AI: Computer systems that turn information and data into KNOWLEDGE  
(Demis Hassabis,  CEO, DeepMind) Yet Data and Information 

is not Knowledge*
is not Understanding
is not Wisdom
is not Purpose



“All of my best decisions in business and life  
have been made with heart, intuition, guts… not analysis” 

“When it comes to really important decisions 
 data trumps intuition every time” 

Androrithms

Algorithms



Just great data and  
powerful algorithms are  

not good enough!





The end of routine is near -but it’s NOT the end of work! *



Let’s talk about Digital Ethics
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Exponential change:  
Time to think different!



With great power comes great responsibility: Digital Ethics is the #1 topic for 2019  (Gartner)
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                         Technology is morally neutral - until we use it           *hat-tip to William Gibson



…AND  WE ARE USING  
IT EVERYWHERE, NOW



Technology has no ethics
"Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right (or the power) to do and what is the right thing to do”                                                       

  adapted from Potter Stewart



PERMA via Martin Seligman te al

DIGITAL ETHICS is the difference between doing whatever technological 
progress will enable us to do, and putting human flourishing first at all times



Data mining



Data mining



Our  Choice 



Our  Choice 



Our  Choice 





The Future: 
Driven by Data, 

Defined by Humanity!



Embrace technology - 
but don’t become it!


